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The slow, deep healing of
homeopathy builds the capacity to
hold more life. -Parker Pracjek
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PARKER
PRACJEK, MA,
CCH

I first came to know homeopathy at a
time when I was very sick. Through work
over a few years with my homeopath, I
saw my health and life change.
Homeopathy has played a key role in my
profound healing from chronic asthma
and trauma. The depth and nature of
this healing work has helped show me
the wisdom of my body, its messages,
and the potential for building greater
capacity for health and well-being.

The slow, deep healing
of homeopathy builds
the capacity to hold
more life.
My first career was in higher education,
and I'm pleased to merge these passions by
returning to AHE as faculty, working with
HOHM Research, and serving as a
Commissioner with the Accreditation
Commission for Homeopathy Education in
North America.

The invitation to study homeopathy kept
'knocking' until I couldn't ignore it any
longer. I found the ethos of AHE to be
beautifully aligned with my own,
namely a huge emphasis on academic
rigor and joy - two critical elements for
preparing to work as a healer! I
completed the 4-year part-time program
at AHE in 2018 and have been in full-time
private practice since then. 

HOMEOPATH.
EDUCATOR.
ACHENA
COMMISSIONER.
RESEARCHER.
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RACHEL
BONGLE, CCH

I am a homeopath, educator and a lifelong
learner. While healthy living has been my
pursuit for much of my life, I discovered
homeopathy out of necessity when my
children were very young. My son, in
particular, had many issues that we were
struggling with including trouble with
digestion, multiple food intolerances,
repeated ear infections, and significant
behavioral problems. In spite of our best
efforts and resources, he was kicked out of
daycare by the time he was 2 years old. 

I now enjoy a thriving
homeopathy practice
where I help people
restore their body's
wellness and understand
how to support the natural
principles of healing the
human body.
 In 2019, I was hired on as a staff member
at AHE where I continue to provide
education and academic support as well
as assistance in clinical supervision to
homeopathy students. Additionally, I
serve as a volunteer practitioner with
Homeopathy Help Network.

Although this was devastating to our
family at the time, it also lit a fire under
me to find a real solution to address the
underlying problem...and I ultimately
found that solution using homeopathy.
Homeopathy allowed for profound
changes in our health and our lives and
inspired me to learn more! 

After almost 10 years of using
homeopathy with my family, I began an
apprenticeship with my homeopath
where I gained invaluable experience and
soon realized that it was time to pursue
my dream. I resigned from a 20-year
teaching career in public education and
chose to study classical homeopathy at
the Academy of Homeopathy Education
(AHE) where I graduated in 2018 as a
member of the second completely full-
time homeopathy class in the United
States. HOMEOPATH.

CLINICAL
SUPERVISOR.  
HHN VOLUNTEER.
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AMY BAGLIVIO,
CCH

Although our family has a history of
autoimmune disease, it wasn't until our son
became ill at age 3 that I went into a frenzy.
Searching high and low, we began a journey
that changed my life. Homeopathy came to
us right at the beginning of this journey,
and it has been the cornerstone of healing
for our entire family over the past 11
years.

I love working with people on
their journey toward healing. 

Community, teamwork, and mentorship
are important to me, so I have enjoyed
working for AHE as a staff member in
various roles including admissions
specialist, clinical supervisor, and
mentor. In the past few years, I have
also had the amazing opportunity to
work as a practitioner on the
Homeopathy Help Network, helping
clients with acute symptoms and
working with other experienced
practitioners to understand epidemics
and the role homeopathy can play. 

The last 4 years have been some of the
best of my life, and I'm so excited to
see what is in store for the future!

As a trained engineer that worked with
Lockheed Martin for years before starting a
family, studying homeopathy seemed
unattainable. Lots of excuses – I don't have
a background in health care, I'm too old to
go back to school, changing careers seems
scary and permanent… but homeopathy
just kept calling. And after years of doubt, I
decided to give it a try and I joined the AHE
full-time program graduating 2 years later. 

HOMEOPATH.
ENTREPRENEUR. 
CLINICAL
SUPERVISOR.
ADMISSIONS
SPECIALIST.
ENGINEER.

Before I knew it, I had a business plan
and LLC, became certified as a classical
homeopath, started seeing clients, and
now 2 years later have a thriving
practice! As I look back on those years
of tears and confusion and pain, I can
honestly say I would do it all over again
to get to this place.



Access to healing
is for everyone. 

– Meg Smith
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MEG
SMITH, CCH

Meg Smith is a homeopath based in
Southern Vermont and a graduate of AHE.
With nearly fifteen years of experience in
the holistic wellness space, Meg is also a
trained herbalist, enthusiastic home cook,
avid yoga practitioner, published author,
and a recovering classical musician. 

Raised in rural Pennsylvania, Meg studied
and performed internationally as an oboist
and English hornist before discovering the
healing arts. 

A C C E S S  T O
H E A L I N G  I S  F O R
E V E R Y O N E
She is also a passionate advocate for high-
quality education and the further
elevation of homeopathy among the ranks
of complementary and alternative
therapies.

When not sporting her homeopath hat,
Meg spends time working on her next book
(or writing letters as a form of
procrastination), playing with yarn, and
taming a small corner of her 100-acre
homestead, growing for both the dinner
table and her herbal pharmacy. At least
twice daily she can be found walking down
a dirt road or forest trail with some
combination of her two rambunctious dogs,
two teenage children, and one partner.

After having children, she became active in
the Philadelphia birth community and
served as a doula and postpartum caregiver
for dozens of families. Prompted by a
severe illness that impacted her younger
child, Meg embarked on a journey that
would lead to her career in homeopathy. 

In addition to sustaining a busy private
practice, she is honored to volunteer as a
board member for AHE and HOHM
Foundation, and as a practitioner with the
Homeopathy Help Network team, which is
committed to ensuring that people from all
walks of life can benefit from professional
homeopathic care during acute and chronic
illness. 

HOMEOPATH.
WRITER.
VOLUNTEER.
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GWEN
KHANNA, CCH

As I stepped into motherhood, I searched
for a gentle health system that understood
the basic principles that we are NEVER just
parts, rather always a whole. I wanted an
approach that considered the physical,
emotional, mental, spiritual, genetic, and
environmental aspects of my family.

My search was challenging, and I explored
many, many modalities. Some were helpful,
some made things worse, yet nothing really
made a difference. These experiences
enabled me to have a huge expansion of my
perception of health and disease,
something I am incredibly grateful for.

I wanted a therapy that was
rapid, gentle, pleasant and a
complete and permanent
restoration of health in the
surest, simplest and least
harmful way. 

If you are looking for an incredible
experience with a passionate brilliant
team of professionals, I encourage you
to join AHE. They truly have so much to
offer! It’s a heartfelt feeling to know even
after graduation, there’s still lots to
participate in, volunteering, post-grad
supervision classes with Denise, HHN
acute clinic, etc. You’ll never hear me say
“I am all alone on my island practicing
homeopathy with no community or
support. 

AHE's cohort classes, community,
commitment, real-time clinical
experience, academic rigor, and dynamic
teachers made my experience not only
enjoyable but prepared me for what it
takes to be a successful classical
Homeopath!

I’ve been in private practice for 2 years,
and have joined as a volunteer at the
Homeopathy Help Now Acute clinic. This
has been one of the best experiences I’ve
had in terms of hands-on experience
with acute case-taking skills and client
management. My confidence and
competence have grown leaps and
bounds. I never would have gotten these
sorts of experiences in private practice….
it would have taken me 5+ years!

HOMEOPATH.
ENTREPRENEUR.
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SHERRY
MCANELLY, CCH

I'm a homeschooling mother of two with a
degree in Business Administration. I spent
the bulk of my career as an entrepreneur
in the beauty and holistic wellness space. I
loved the travel, creativity, and face-to-
face time with my clients.

Embrace and love
your body. It’s the
most amazing
thing you will ever
own. -Unknown
The first time I tried homeopathy was
when my eldest son was born, but it was
after a major health crisis that forced me
to close my business that I decided to dive
deeper. Homeopathy grabbed me and I
knew I had to learn more. 

Through serendipitous circumstances, I
was offered a work-study position with
AHE. It was a journey of rigorous study,
personal growth, healing, compassion,
tears, and lots and lots of laughter. 
 
I love my AHE family so much and am
thankful to be able to use my creative
skills for the advancement of homeopathy.

In addition to growing my private
practice, I volunteer with the Homeopathy
Help Network and do digital design and
marketing for both AHE and the National
Center for Homeopathy.  

HOMEOPATH.
ENTREPRENEUR.
PHOTOGRAPHER.
DIGITAL
DESIGNER.
HOME
EDUCATOR.



Aude Sapere
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Contact:
P: (212) 967-4519
W: ahe.online
E: hello@ahe.online


